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1. Introduction 
 
(1) Participles and other forms of the verbal system 
 

Type Past Present participle Fut./Inf.  

I pakad poked -ifkod 'order' 

II piked m-faked -faked 'command' 

III hifkid m-afkid -(h)afkid 'place under responsibility' 

IV hit-paked m-it-paked -it-paked 'place oneself at disposal' 

 
• QoTel (Type I) Participles a) do not resemble the Fut./Inf. in vocalization  
    b) do not have a prefix m- 
 
Q1: Why is QoTeL’s vocalization different from the vocalization of the Fut./inf.? 
 
Q2: Why don’t the participles of Type I have m-? 
    

  
 
 
 
2. The logic of the system: the Type and the Vocalization. 
 
2.1. Augments 
 
• What defines the verbal Type? Two opposing views:  

 
I) Classroom view: The vocalization defines the verbal Type (Binyan). 
 => There are as many verbal Types as there are vocalizations. 

  => The vocalization is the expression of the Type. 
 

II) Goldenberg (1994): The type of augment defines the verbal Type 
  => There are as many verbal Types as there are augments. 

=> The vocalization is not the expression of the Type (one vocalization may be 
common to many Types) 

 
 
 

                                                           
1
 I would like to thank Yaar Hever for discussing much of this analysis with me for several hours. 

What in the logic of the system makes this possible? 
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(2) Example: verbs with identical vocalization and different augments 
 

 Past Pres.Part./ Fut./Inf.   
a. piked -faked 'command' (seemingly ) Triradical Root  
b. pirsem -farsem 'publish' Quadriradical root 
c. pikpek -fakpek 'doubt' Reduplicated root 
d. fikšeš -fakšeš ‘screw up’ Partially reduplicated root 
e. ʔivxen -ʔavxen 'diagnose' Prefixed Augment ʔ-, cf. baxan ‘test’ 

f. šidreg -šadreg ‘upgrade’ Prefixed Augment š-, cf. direg ‘grade’ 
 
  I) Classroom view: All the same binyan. 
  II) Goldenberg (1994): different binyanim. 
 
• Why do all the examples in (2) have the same vocalization?   
  I) Classroom view: Because they are all of the same binyan. 
  II) Goldenberg (1994): because they all have four radicals!!! 
   (piked (2a) is /pikked/, an internally-augmented root) 
 
• The classroom view does not derive the vocalization;  

 
  
 

 
2.2. The number of radicals: what is Type I? 
 
General Fact I: Roots are maximally quadripartite. (denominal roots aside)  
 
General Fact II: No quadripartite roots appear in Type I. Why? 
    
• Goldenberg (1994): All Types other than Type I are augmented. If a root is not augmented 

it must be in Type I. This is the definition of Type I. 
 
• Thus: Number of radicals => 3 (unaugmented)   => Type I  
 => 4 (quadriradical/augmented)    => Other Types 
 
 
3. Back to QoTeL 
3.1. Questions and answers 
  
Q1: Why is QoTeL’s vocalization different from the vocalization of the Fut./inf.? 
 
Answer:  First step:    

 
If a. Vocalization follows from the number of radicals; and 

b. The vocalization of the participle is not the vocalization of the 
Fut./Inf. 

Then The participle cannot have the same number of radicals as the Fut./Inf.   

Goldenberg’s Principle: Vocalization follows from the number of radicals. 
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Second step: 
  
  if a. Type I verbs are unaugmented and tripartite; and 
   b. Roots are maximally quadripartite; and 
   b. The participle doesn’t have the same number of radicals as the verb. 
 
  Then b. The participle is quadripartite. 
 
• We have seen that the vocalization of participles with quadripartite roots is {a,e}, e.g.  

m-farsem ‘publish’ or m-ʔavxen ‘diagnose’. 

 
  Third step: 
 
  if a. The vocalization of quadripartite participles is {a,e}; and 
   b. Type I participles are quadripartite 
   

Then a. The vocalization of Type I participles must be {a,e}. 
  

But it isn’t!!! it’s QoTeL!!! 
 
• In Arabic this participle is Qa:TiL. A characteristic of Canaan Semitic is *a:>[o]. 
 
• According to Kaye et al. (1985), A+U = [o] 
 
 (3) Equation             {Q,T,L}+{a,e}+ =  [QoTeL]/ - {Q,T,L}, - e 
                    a+ = o 
              = U 

 

 
• This turns Q2 (Why don’t participles of Type I have m-?) on its head: 
  
Q2 (different formulation): why are only Type I participles created by such internal 

augmentation? 
 
Answer: The roots of all Types but Type I are already quadripartite, and cannot be further 

augmented. 
 
• In other words, prefixation of m- only takes place in already augmented roots, because 

augmentation isn’t possible. 
 
 
 

The proposal: 
QoTeL participles have a different vocalization from that of the Fut./Inf. because they are 
derived via augmentation of the root, by introducing U2, an /u/ before the second radical. 

The vocalization {o,e} follows from the new number of radicals. 
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3.2 Attempt to falsify the proposal 
 
• A good analysis should 1) be falsifiable, 2) make predictions. 
 
• I have proposed that QoTeL is /QauTel/. /aU/ => [o].  

If there were any [aw] diphthongs in MH, it would be a problem. There are no [aw] 
diphthongs in MH. 
 

• The actual {o,e} vocalization of QoTeL differs from the {a,e} of quadripartite participles by 
only one element, the element /U/. Therefore, the equation above has an answer.  
If, as could be the case if the proposal were wrong, the vocalization of the Type I participle 
were QiTeL, QuTeL, QaTiL etc. - the equation would have no answer.  

 
 
4. A Third Question 
 
Q3: What is the internal augment U2, why is it there, and how is it different from the prefix 

m-? 
 
• QoTeL is the only active participle that is completely independent of the verbal form. 
 
(4) QoTeL nouns and adjectives with no corresponding verb 
 

a. ʔoyev 'enemy' *ʔayav  

b. šoter 'policeman' *šatar 
c. coʕer 'cadet' *caʕar 

d. soher ‘prison guard’ *sahar 
e. šote 'fool' *šata 
f. hogen ‘fair’ *hagan 
g. boded ‘lonely’ *badad 

 
• The morpheme U2 selects for a triradical root.  
 
• Following Lowenstamm (to appear) this is represented as an uninterpretable feature  

[u √QTL] that has to be checked (5a). 
 
• This derivation can - but doesn’t have to - be used as the participle of a Type I verb, 

because the latter is the only verb with simple triradical roots. 
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(5)  Derivation of QoTeL and Type I verbs: shared base 
  

a. QoTeL  
 

b.  Type I verb 

   nP  => QaUTeL => QoTeL 
 
   n  √QUTL 
 
 U2  √QTL 
       [u √QTL] 

   vP  QaTaL, -(i)QToL etc. 
 
   v  √QTL 
 

 
 • U2 cannot select for quadriradical roots; no root augment can. Therefore, the participles of 

other verbs (whose roots are always quadriraical) must be built with a morpheme that 
selects for verbs (i.e. bears a feature [u v]). 

 
(6)  Other participles: m- selects for a verb 
  

mQaTTeL  
 
           nP   =>  mQTTL => mQaTTeL 
 
n            √ 
 
           m-           vP 
          [u v] 
     v          √QTTL 
 
   augm.          √QTL 

 
(7)  Impossibilities  
 

a. U2 Selects for a quadrirad. 
 

b. m- selects for a root 
 

c.  U2 selects for a verb 

              √P    
 
U2                √QTLG 
[u √QTL]  √QTTL 
                   
 

              √P    
 
m                 √QTL 
[u v] 
                   
 

              √P    
 
U2                 vP 
[u √QTL] 
                   
 

 
• Prediction: m- should be able to attach to Type I verbs (it is oblivious to the number of 

radicals; it cannot decide to take, say, only Type II verbs).  
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(8) Prediction confirmed: miQTa/oL nouns 
 

√ Futur, Type I miQTaL/miQToL -  
√gdl -(i)gdal ‘grow’ migdal ‘tower’ 

√trd -(i)trod ‘disturb’ mitrad ‘nuisance’ 

√ʕkf -aʕakof 'bypass' maʕakaf 'detour' 

√bnj -ivne 'build' mivne 'construction' 

√štj -ište 'drink' mište 'banquet' 

 
(9)  Structure of miQTaL nouns 
 

           nP   =>  miQTaL  
 
n            √ 
 
           m-           vP 
          [u v] 
     v          √QTL 

 
Q3 (again): What is the internal augment U2, why is it there, and how is it different from the 

prefix m-? 
  
Answer: U2 is a morpheme that selects for triradical roots; m- selecets for verbs. 
 
• This distinction allowed us to explain why, unlike for m-, the existence of a QoTeL agent 

does not necessarily imply that of a verb. 
 
 
5. Further predictions 
 
• Goldenberg’s principle may explain other mismatches in vocalizations.  
 

(10) MH Nifʕal 

 
 Past Present participle Fut./Inf.  
a. nixšal nixšal -ikašel 'fail' 

b. nifkad nifkad -ipaked 'be absent' 

c. nišbar nišbar -išaver 'break (intr.)' 

d. nimca nimca -imace 'be found' 

 

• Like Type I, nifʕal never hosts quadripartite roots. 

 
• Two special features: (I) Identity of Participle and past, rather than Fut./inf. 
    (II) Vocalization mismatch between past/participle and Fut./Inf. 
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• To explain (I), assume that the participle niQTaL is the base for the suffix-conjugation of 
the past.  

 
• By the same logic, the prefix-conjugation of the future would also have to be derived from 

the Participle:  y+niQTaL 
 The /n/, however, is not found in the future. 
 
• This evokes the traditional explanation (e.g. Blau 1972):    

1. Prefixation:   y+niQTaL 
       2. Syncope:  y+nQTaL 
       3. Epenthesis:   yi+nQTaL 
       4. Assimilation: yi+QQTaL 

 
But this doesn’t explain the vocalization mismatch: A possible next step would be 
      5. Epenthesis:   *yiQQeTaL 

 
 • Goldenberg’s principle may explain this problem:  

1. The future is derived from the participle without the latter’s vocalization.  
2. Like quadriradical bases, yQQTL necessitates a two-vowel vocalization.  
3. By comparison to augmented roots, this vocalization should be {a,e}, as indeed it is 

(e.g. -ikašel ‘fail’). 
 

• Thus, Goldeberg’s principle manages to account (or begin to account) for the vocalization 

mismatch in nifʕal, otherwise a complete mystery.    

 
• This principle can turn out to be an eye opener in other cases of paradigm or vocalization 

mismatches, such as Arabic ħabb ‘love’, clearly a Type I verb, which has a Type II stem in 
the 1/2p.past: ħabbe:t ‘I loved’.  

 
6. Conclusion 
 
Goldenberg’s Principle: Vocalization follows from the number of radicals. 
 
Q1: Why is QoTeL’s vocalization different from the vocalization of the Fut./inf.? 
 
A1: QoTeL participles are derived via augmentation of the root, by introducing U2, an /u/ 
before the second radical. The vocalization {o,e} follows from the new number of radicals. 
 
Q2: Why don’t the participles of Type I have m-?  

or:  
Why don’t the other participles have U2? 

 
A2: All Types besides Type I have 4 radicals. U2 selects for a triradical root. Another strategy, 

the attachment of m- to the verbal level must be employed in all Types but Type I. 
 
Further points clarified: 1. The relative independence of QoTeL from the verb. 

     2. The vocalization mismatch in Nifʕal. 
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